FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OneStream Software Expands its Corporate Performance Management Solution
to the Cloud.
XF Cloud, powered by Microsoft Azure, transforms the modern cloud environment.
ROCHESTER, MICHIGAN—(July, 2015)—OneStream Software LLC, a global leader in Corporate Performance
Management (CPM), introduces OneStream XF Cloud.
“We are excited to expand OneStream XF to the cloud,” says Tom Shea, President of OneStream Software.
“OneStream XF was designed to take advantage of the flexibility of virtualized data centers and now we have
pushed that flexibility even further by supporting the compute on demand features of Azure. Azure allows us to
provide the infrastructure customers need to deliver operational and financial reporting, transform financial
processes and gain valuable insight for all lines of their business. In the end, OneStream customers now have the
ultimate choice for system deployment, on-premise, in a private virtual data center or in a OneStream validated
PaaS (Platform as a Service) cloud.”
With zero latency memory synchronization, stateless server technology and the ability to resize the environment
within minutes, XF Cloud is a truly scalable platform with reliability built for virtualization. Unlike other cloud
environments, XF Cloud is a cloud optimized platform that gives OneStream customers the ability to easily scale
up and out and feel confident in the security of their financial data. OneStream XF Cloud delivers reliability and
scalability in a unified CPM cloud solution.
“OneStream Software has used the power of Azure and given their customers a new level of flexibility needed to
meet immediate infrastructure demand changes”, said Nicole Herskowitz, Senior Director of Product Marketing,
Microsoft Azure. “The OneStream XF Cloud PaaS offers the expertise to install, maintain and upgrade the
platform including the ability to dial up or down the power for the ultimate balance between performance and cost
requirements.”
Microsoft Azure infrastructure meets industry-specific regulatory security requirements.
Microsoft Azure Certified for:








ISO/IEC 27001:2005
SOC 1 and SOC 2 SSAE 16/ISAE 3402
HIPAA Compliance
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
Cloud Security Alliance Cloud Controls Matrix
Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP)
United Kingdom G-Cloud Impact Level 2

Further details may be found at the Microsoft Azure Trust Center

More information on OneStream XF Cloud, is available here.
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About OneStream Software LLC

OneStream Software is a privately held software company created by the same team that invented the leading
financial solutions of the last decade. We provide a unified Corporate Performance Management (CPM) platform
which enables the enterprise to simplify financial consolidation, reporting, budgeting and forecasting for complex
organizations. Powerful extensibility enables the enterprise to deliver additional analytic solutions without adding
any technical complexity. By delivering multiple solutions in one application, we offer increased capabilities for
financial reporting and analysis while reducing the risk, complexity and total cost of ownership for our customers.
We stand behind our mission statement that every customer is a reference and success.
For more information, visit OneStream Software http://www.onestreamsoftware.com or on Twitter
@OneStream_Soft.
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